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Meta disrupts cyberespionage 
operations in South Asia  

Meta, Facebook's parent company, reported 

that it took action earlier this year against 

two cross-platform cyberespionage 

operations that used various online services 

to distribute malware. Bitter APT (T-APT-

17) is the first group of hackers that Meta 

disrupted during the second quarter. The 

group has been active since at least 2013, 

targeting entities in the energy, engineering, 

and government sectors in India, New 

Zealand, Pakistan, and the United 

Kingdom. The second group of hackers is 

APT36 is based in Pakistan. The group is 

believed to be connected to the Pakistani 

government. APT36 has been observed 

targeting government officials, human 

rights activists, military personnel, students, 

and non-profit organisations in 

Afghanistan, India, Saudi Arabia, and the 

United Arab Emirates. 

Crypto world in turmoil 

● A security flaw cost Nomad, a bridge 

protocol for transferring crypto tokens 

across different blockchains, nearly 

$200 million. Blockchain data showed 

that various accounts drained the 

software system of funds over hours and 

in small batches.  

● Thousands of crypto wallets linked to 

the Solana ecosystem were emptied ($ 

4million in total) by hackers who stole 

both Solana (SOL) and USD Coin using 

the owners' private keys (USDC). 

Solana linked the attack to Slope mobile 

wallet app accounts. 

● Russian national Alexander Vinnik, the 

alleged operator of the illegal 

cryptocurrency exchange BTC-e, was 

extradited from Greece to the United 

States will face charges in the Northern 

District of California. BTC-e facilitated 

transactions for cybercriminals all over 

the world and received more than $4 

billion in bitcoin during its operation. 

● The United States sanctioned virtual 

currency mixer Tornado Cash and 

Blender.io, a North Korea-linked crypto 

mixing service, accusing them of 

helping hackers, including Lazarus 

Group from North Korea, in laundering 

proceeds from cybercrime. Tornado 

Cash, one of the largest mixers 

identified by the Treasury as 

problematic, has reportedly laundered 

more than $7 billion in virtual currency 

since its inception in 2019.  

● Crypto bridges, which connect 

blockchain networks, have become 

major targets for cybercriminals. 

According to research from blockchain 

analytics company Chainalysis, 

breaches on cross-chain bridges have 

cost users a total of almost $1.4 billion 

this year. The largest incident involved 

the theft of a record $615 million from 

Ronin, a bridge that supported the well-

known non fungible token game Axie 

Infinity. 

Chinese Cyberattacks on Taiwan 
following Pelosi visit 

The official website of Taiwan’s 

presidential office experienced an overseas 

cyberattack even before Speaker Nancy 

Pelosi landed in Taiwan. The Chinese also 

allegedly carried out a cyberattack on 

private organisations, including 7-

ELEVEN unified supermarket, Taiwan 

Railway, Kaohsiung City Environmental 

Protection Bureau along with National 

Taiwan University. However, without 

directly blaming any state or non-state 

actor, Taipei stated that the attacks 

originated from addresses in China and 

Russia. 

UK Cyber Vulnerabilities exposed 

● Voting for the next UK prime minister 

was delayed after Government 

Communications Headquarters' 

National Cyber Security Centre warned 

that cyber hackers could change 

people’s ballots.  

https://www.securityweek.com/meta-disrupted-two-cyberespionage-operations-south-asia
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-08-02/crypto-bridge-nomad-drained-of-nearly-200-million-in-exploit
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/alleged-russian-cryptocurrency-money-launderer-extradited-united-states
https://www.reuters.com/technology/us-imposes-sanctions-virtual-currency-mixer-tornado-cash-2022-08-08/
https://www.coindesk.com/policy/2022/05/06/us-treasury-department-sanctions-crypto-mixing-service/
https://www.coindesk.com/policy/2022/05/06/us-treasury-department-sanctions-crypto-mixing-service/
https://www.cnbc.com/2022/08/10/hackers-have-stolen-1point4-billion-this-year-using-crypto-bridges.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/08/02/world/asia/taiwan-cyberattack-pelosi-visit.html
https://www.republicworld.com/world-news/rest-of-the-world-news/chinese-hackers-attack-national-taiwan-universitys-website-warn-of-more-cyber-strikes-articleshow.html
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/politics/2022/08/02/tory-leadership-voting-delayed-gchq-hacking-warning/
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● A cyberattack caused a "major" system 

outage at the NHS 111 non-emergency 

medical help line, with hosting firm, 

Advanced, warning that patient 

scheduling services could be disrupted 

for at least several days. The details of 

the cyberattack are limited, but the 

National Crime Agency has confirmed 

that it was a malicious action carried out 

by a threat actor. 

● South Staffordshire Plc, the parent 

company of Cambridge Water and 

South Staffordshire Water, has 

reassured its 1.6 million customers that 

their water supplies are safe following 

an apparent ransomware attack by the 

ransomware gang, Clop (aka Cl0p). It 

appears that the gang misidentified 

Cambridge Water as completely 

different organisation, Thames Water, 

which services properties in London 

and South East England. 

Huawei radar on island nations  

● Huawei has had a nearly two-decade 

presence in Mauritius, and the company 

states on its website that Huawei will 

play a key role in the development of an  

all-cloud Safe City based on the concept 

of 'one cloud and one pool,' harnessing 

centralised, mixed storage of videos, 

images, voice, and structured data 

gathered from multiple sources, 

including surveillance cameras. 

● Huawei Marine Networks collaborated 

with E-marine, the leading provider of 

submarine cable solutions in West Asia, 

to complete the 260-kilometer Avassa 

Submarine Cable System marine 

installation in the Comoros Islands in 

2016. 

● In neighbouring Madagascar, a Smart 

City project was launched in 2015 in 

collaboration with the Huawei Group, 

and it has since gained momentum. 

● The Solomon Islands government has 

secured a $66 million (A$96 million) 

loan from China to construct and supply 

161 mobile communication towers. It is 

China's first loan to the Pacific country 

since it switched diplomatic allegiance 

from Taiwan to China in 2019. 

Iranian threat actors target 
Albania and Israel  

Iranian Threat Actors engaged in politically 

motivated disruptive activity against 

Albanian Government Organisations, 

according to Mandiant, a cybersecurity 

research firm. Mandiant identified the 

ROADSWEEP ransomware family and a 

Telegram persona targeting the Albanian 

government ahead of a conference hosted 

by an Iranian opposition organisation in late 

July 2022. This operation could indicate a 

greater willingness to take risks when using 

disruptive tools against countries perceived 

to be working against Iranian interests.  

Official use of spyware in the EU 

According to Microsoft, an Austrian firm, 

DSIRF GesmbH, created malicious 

software that was detected on the computer 

systems of some of its clients in at least 

three countries. DSIRF stated that its spying 

tool "Subzero'' was only for official use in 

EU states. The spyware is capable of 

gaining access to confidential information 

such as passwords or login credentials at an 

unspecified number of banks, law firms, 

and strategic consultancies.  

Bangladesh highly vulnerable to 
ransomware attacks 

According to a recent Kaspersky survey, 

Bangladesh is at the top of the list of 

countries at risk of ransomware Trojan 

attacks. According to the survey, 3.69% of 

Kaspersky users in Bangladesh are victims 

of Trojan attacks, the highest rate in the 

world. Bangladesh ranked 83rd in the 

National Cyber Security Index (NCSI) 

published by Estonia in 2019, but advanced 

to 33rd in 2022. Following Bangladesh, the 

highest percentages of Trojan-affected 

users were reported in Haiti (1.79%), Sudan 

(1.69%), Turkmenistan (1.41%), Palestine 

(1.33%), Yemen (1.10%), Tajikistan 

https://www.cpomagazine.com/cyber-security/nhs-111-system-experiencing-disruption-due-to-cyber-attack-system-outage-may-impact-services-for-several-days/
https://www.cpomagazine.com/cyber-security/nhs-111-system-experiencing-disruption-due-to-cyber-attack-system-outage-may-impact-services-for-several-days/
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252523856/South-Staffs-Water-is-victim-of-botched-Clop-attack
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/world-news/indian-ocean-region-island-states-on-huaweis-radar-for-alleged-surveillance-activities/articleshow/93293253.cms
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/aug/19/solomon-islands-secures-100m-china-loan-to-build-huawei-mobile-towers-in-historic-step
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/aug/19/solomon-islands-secures-100m-china-loan-to-build-huawei-mobile-towers-in-historic-step
https://www.mandiant.com/resources/blog/likely-iranian-threat-actor-conducts-politically-motivated-disruptive-activity-against
https://www.mandiant.com/resources/blog/likely-iranian-threat-actor-conducts-politically-motivated-disruptive-activity-against
https://www.reuters.com/technology/austrian-spy-firm-accused-by-microsoft-says-hacking-tool-was-eu-states-2022-07-29/
https://www.tbsnews.net/tech/bangladesh-highest-risk-ransomware-trojan-attacks-482062
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(1.03%), China (1.01%), Ethiopia (1%), 

and Pakistan (0.87%). 

Major data breaches in India  

 Akasa Air admitted to a data breach that 

allowed unauthorised individuals to 

view data from some of its customers. 

The incident was "self-reported" to 

CERT-In by Akasa Air.  

 According to cyber security firm 

CyberX9, Vi (formerly Vodafone Idea) 

has exposed its users' data, which 

includes the records of more than 20 

million postpaid customers, to possible 

breach. Phone numbers, addresses, call 

logs, SMS records, and mobile Internet 

usage information for approximately 

301 million customers, including all 

postpaid users, were discovered to have 

been leaked online. Vodafone Idea 

denied the data breach, calling the 

report false and malicious.  

 Hackers were discovered to have leaked 

Provident Fund (PF) data for 

approximately 28 crore Indians. A 

cybersecurity researcher from Ukraine 

discovered that details such as 

Universal Account Numbers (UANs), 

names, marital status, Aadhaar details, 

gender, and bank account details were 

exposed online.  

Russia-Ukraine Cyber Conflict 
updates  

Researchers have observed activities from a 

variety of threat actors, including 

hacktivists, nation-state APTs, and cyber 

criminals, since Russia began its military 

operations in Ukraine from February 2022. 

Following are major cyber-related activities 

in the region for the month of August: 

● Meta released their in-depth threat 

research into a Russian troll farm that 

targeted numerous apps across the 

internet in an unsuccessful attempt to 

create the ‘false impression’ of 

widespread support for Russian military 

operations in Ukraine. 

● Pro-Russian hacktivist group Killnet 

was accused of being involved in many 

cyberattacks this month. Killnet hackers 

launched a cyberattack on the website of 

Lockheed Martin, a weapons 

manufacturer, which manufactures the 

M142 High Mobility Artillery Rocket 

System (HIMARS) that the US has 

supplied to Ukraine. It also launched a 

large distributed denial-of-service 

(DDoS) attack in retaliation for 

Estonia's removal of a Soviet-era war 

memorial. Finally, websites belonging 

to Latvia's parliament were allegedly 

subjected to a distributed denial-of-

service (DDoS) attack by Killnet. 

● The ALPHV ransomware gang, also 

known as BlackCat, claimed 

responsibility for a cyberattack on 

Creos Luxembourg, a natural gas 

pipeline and electricity network 

operator in the country's central Europe. 

● According to Spain's science ministry,  

the National Research Council, its 

leading scientific research body, was 

targeted by a ransomware attack that 

national authorities suspect originated 

in Russia. 

● The Ukrainian Security Service (SSU) 

announced the dismantlement of a large 

Russian botnet operation used to spread 

Russian propaganda and 

disinformation.  

● The Russian government named the 

Anonymous collective as one of the top 

four active hacking groups defending 

Ukraine, along with Squad303, 

American Ghostclan (USA), Ukraine's 

IT Army, and Georgian GNG. 

● The Microsoft Threat Intelligence 

Center (MSTIC) took action to disrupt 

campaigns launched by 

SEABORGIUM, a Russian threat actor. 

Its campaigns include ongoing phishing 

and credential theft campaigns that 

result in intrusions and data theft. 

https://www.business-standard.com/article/companies/akasa-air-issues-apology-after-data-breach-says-no-intentional-attempt-122082900199_1.html#:~:text=Akasa%20Air%20suffered%20a%20data,India's%20new%20airline%20has%20admitted&text=Courtesy%3A%20Akasa%20Air-,Akasa%20Air%20suffered%20a%20data%20breach%2C%20allowing%20unauthorised%20individuals%20to,India's%20new%20airline%20has%20admitted
https://gadgets360.com/telecom/news/vodafone-idea-vi-data-leak-exposed-call-records-details-subscribers-bill-address-cyberx9-report-3295757
https://gadgets360.com/internet/news/provident-fund-hack-28-crore-indians-data-leaked-aadhar-bank-account-bob-diachenko-3231447
https://www.nozominetworks.com/press-release/nozomi-networks-labs-report-wipers-and-iot-botnets-dominate-the-threat-landscape-manufacturing-and-energy-at-highest-risk/
https://about.fb.com/news/2022/08/metas-adversarial-threat-report-q2-2022/
https://www.tellerreport.com/news/2022-08-10-killnet-hackers-staged-a-cyberattack-on-the-website-of-the-weapons-manufacturer-lockheed-martin.rJMntxWAc.html
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/estonia-says-it-repelled-major-cyber-attack-after-removing-soviet-monuments-2022-08-18/
https://background.tagesspiegel.de/cybersecurity/killnet-greift-lettisches-parlament-an
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/blackcat-ransomware-claims-attack-on-european-gas-pipeline/
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-technology-science-spain-294fe83f53f10b78fd4cb089a8da2173
https://ssu.gov.ua/en/novyny/sbu-likviduvala-milionnu-botofermu-yaka-rozkhytuvala-obstanovku-v-ukraini-na-zamovlennia-odniiei-z-politsyl-video
https://www.thetechoutlook.com/news/technology/security/kremlin-lists-anonymous-collective-on-the-top-4-active-hacking-groups-defending-ukraine-including-squad303-american-ghostclan-usa-the-it-army-of-ukraine-and-georgian-gng/
https://www.microsoft.com/security/blog/2022/08/15/disrupting-seaborgiums-ongoing-phishing-operations/
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● Russia was accused of launching a 

distributed denial-of-service (DD0S) 

attack on the website of Energoatom, 

the Ukrainian state corporation in 

charge of the country's four nuclear 

power plants.  

● Roskomnadzor, Russia's internet 

watchdog, is developing Oculus, an 

automatic scanner that will use artificial 

intelligence to scan websites for 

prohibited information.  

 According to the Montenegrin Agency 

for National Security, Russian services 

staged coordinated attacks on 

government servers, but the authorities 

were able to prevent any damage. 

However, the Cuba ransomware gang, a 

for-profit criminal enterprise claimed 

responsibility for the attack on the 

darkweb. 

 NATO is assessing the impact of a data 

breach involving classified military 

documents sold online by a hacker 

group. MBDA Missile Systems 

confirmed that its data was among the 

stash, but claimed that none of the 

classified files that were released 

belonged to the company.  

India File  

 India seizes $46m from crypto 

exchange Vauld  

The local entity of Vauld, Flipvolt 

Technologies, has had assets worth 

$46.4 million frozen by India's anti-

money laundering agency for 

facilitating "crime-derived" proceeds 

from predatory lending firms, in the 

latest setback for the crypto exchange, 

which filed for creditor protection. 

According to the Enforcement 

Directorate, Vauld's India entity failed 

to provide the agency with a complete 

trail of crypto transactions made by 

Yellow Tune, as well as KYC details for 

the wallets. 

 India signs 6 pacts with the Maldives 

including cybersecurity 

The six agreements signed by India and 

the Maldives during Maldivian 

President Ibrahim Solih's visit to India 

include MOUs on cyber-security 

cooperation, training of Maldivian local 

government officials, data sharing and 

marine research collaboration for 

forecasting potential fishing zones, and 

disaster management cooperation.  

 India and Thailand agree to boost 

cooperation in cybersecurity  

India and Thailand agreed to strengthen 

defence and security cooperation, 

including cybersecurity. Dr S 

Jaishankar and his Thai counterpart Don 

Pramudwinai, stated to the media that 

they had agreed to strengthen 

cooperation in defence and security, 

including cyber-security and the 

exchange of personnel and expertise. 

According to Dr S Jaishankar, the 

decision was made to increase joint 

training and exercises in defence and 

security, as well as recognise the 

importance of further cooperation in 

ICT. 

 United Nations Ad hoc Committee on 

Cybercrime holds 3rd session 

The Third Session of the Ad Hoc 

Committee to Elaborate a 

Comprehensive International 

Convention on Countering the Use of 

ICTs for Criminal Purposes is being 

held in New York from 29 August 2022 

to 09 September 2022 in Hybrid mode.  

Smt. Muanpuii Saiawi, Joint Secretary 

(CD) is leading the Indian delegation to 

New York. 

 Government pulls data bill to make 

way for wider law 

Based on the recommendations of a 

parliamentary panel, the government 

withdrew the draft personal data  

 

https://www.facebook.com/energoatom.ua/posts/479937337471385
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/russias-oculus-to-use-ai-to-scan-sites-for-banned-information/
https://balkaninsight.com/2022/08/26/montenegro-accuses-russia-of-cyber-attacks-on-govt-server/
https://twitter.com/fbajak/status/1564685367319707655?s=20&t=Jf-n97KY8Dq43O8Td0-jUA
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-62672184
https://techcrunch.com/2022/08/12/india-seizes-46-million-from-crypto-exchange-vauld-in-money-laundering-probe/#:~:text=India's%20anti%2Dmoney%20laundering%20agency,protection%20from%20creditors%20last%20month.
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/india-signs-6-pacts-with-the-maldives-cybersecurity-defence-take-centrepoint-101659446885024.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/india-thailand-agree-to-boost-cooperation-in-defence-and-security-101660752394811.html
https://www.livemint.com/news/india/centre-pulls-data-bill-to-make-way-for-wider-law-11659550813671.html
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protection (PDP) bill introduced in 2019 

in order to replace it with a broader legal 

framework on the digital ecosystem. 

The move comes after a joint 

Parliamentary panel requested 81 

amendments to a bill with 99 sections. 

The bill had proposed to create three 

categories of personal data, sensitive 

personal data and critical personal data.  

 Hackers backed by the Chinese 

government targeted  NIC 

According to a report released by 

cybersecurity firm Recorded Future, 

Chinese government-backed hackers 

allegedly targeted India's National 

Informatics Centre (NIC) in a 

cyberattack. RedAlpha has also 

repeatedly spoofed login pages for 

India's NIC, which manages the Indian 

government's overall IT infrastructure 

and services.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Australia to unveil Centre of 

Excellence for Critical Technology  

Australia intends to strengthen its 

alliance with India in critical technology 

areas and cybersecurity, and will soon 

open a Center of Excellence for Critical  

and Emerging Technology Policy in  

Bengaluru as part of a joint initiative  

with India. The centre would draw on 

critical technology policy expertise 

from academia, civil society, and 

government thought leaders in Australia 

and India to shape norms, policy 

frameworks, and standards. 

 India participates in CICA workshop 

hosted by Russia 

The Conference on Interaction and 

Confidence Building Measures in Asia 

(CICA) held a workshop on Secure and 

sustainable development of the Internet 

on 24 August 2022 in virtual mode. Shri 

Ravi Shanker Goel, Deputy Secretary 

(Cyber Diplomacy) participated in the 

event.   

https://go.recordedfuture.com/hubfs/reports/ta-2022-0816.pdf
https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/australia-aims-to-strengthen-partnership-with-india-to-unveil-centre-of-excellence-on-critical-technology/93619109
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